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Abstract 

 The superior performance metal matrix nano-composite substance containing agro-waste 

reinforcements is the subject of this study's manufacturing and characterization efforts. 

Composites made using aluminum 7075 as their basis substance with reinforced with rice husk 

ash (RHA) and Al2O3 are very desirable. The revolutionary composite was made using squeeze 

casting as the fabrication technique. The overall size % of ash from rice husks on its metal 

interface was adjusted from 0% to 15% with a constant increase of 5%, while the 

Al2O3 percentage was set at 3. Many qualities, including hardness, toughness, tensile strength, 

XRD analysis, XDS analysis, Surface Morphology and wear, define the manufactured 

composite. According to the findings, the produced cost-effective composite outperforms the raw 

material in terms of hardness, toughness, and tensile strength. 

1. Introduction 

The primary objective of the Composite Nan materials Investigations Organization during the 

present period, worldwide, is to create cutting-edge substances to tackle various increasing issues 

faced by many industries. MMCs, which stand for metal matrix composites, constitute an 

essential category of compounds within their realm of novel compounds. Particularly compared 

to unreinforced components, such aluminum matrix alloys may have been used for a wide range 

of sophisticated activities. Due to their superior resistance to creep, thermal conductivity, 

consistency of dimension, and characteristic rigidity, including toughness, metal matrix 

composites have become much sought after in the aviation sector, motor vehicles, and defense 

applications. [1,2]. But these materials have the disadvantages of being more costly as an effect 

of higher cost of the reinforcements used. It was found that the 9% (SiC/Al2O3/PKSA) alloy 

reinforced with Al-7075 alloy had lower porosity values (1.92%) than the Al-7075 alloy alone 

(2.34%). When compared to a matrix and other nano-composites, the addition of amorphous 

silica improved microhardness (89%) and strength (with the addition of 9% hybrid nano-
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composite). The inclusion of amorphous silica content was responsible for this. When compared 

to alloy, the tensile strength is greater (26%), and the crash potency is also advanced (22%), with 

an inclusion of 9% AHNC. This is because of the existence of TiO2/PKSA and a high quantity 

of silica carbide (SiC) [3]. In order to generate affordable advanced matrix composites (AMCs), 

academics have explored a current application utilising garbage contaminants or commodities as 

reinforcement components as particle-reinforced AMCs[4,5]. Due to their incorporation of such 

inexpensive additives, their expense is reduced, and their qualities with this basis component are 

generally improved. As a consequence, such nanocomposite is sometimes referred to as having 

highly budget-effective, exceptional performance. nanocomposite. The most often used 

agricultural as well as manufacturing ash supplements have been charcoal fly ash (FA), red mud, 

the ash of rice husks (RHA), bamboo leaf ash (BLA), as well as bagasse ash. [6–8].  A main 

benefit of such compounds is their reduced weight compared to commonly employed ceramic 

reinforcing. The weight per cubic centimeter for BLA is 0.36 g/cm3, while RHA is 0.31 g/cm3, 

whereas the silicon carbide material has a weight of 3.18 g/cm3 and aluminum oxide has a 

density of 3.96 g/cm3. Therefore, these components may be used to create an economically 

efficient nano composite. The most commonly used methods of manufacture for producing 

aluminum-based nano particle materials include powdered metalworking, stir molding, 

compression molding, and frictional swirl manufacturing, among others [9–11]. The 

compression molding method provides a cost-effective, affordable technique that produces nano 

composite without little pores with a fine particle size [12–22]. 

2.Key Words  

 metal matrix nano-composite, rice husk ash (RHA), bamboo leaf ash (BLA), stir molding, 

compression mold. 

3.Materials and methods 

This chosen method revolves around creating such a unique, cost-effective, highly effective 

nano-composite by compression molding, the second-step liquid-state manufacturing approach. 

Such a procedure involves combining the initial amount of additional reinforcement with melting 

metal, which is subsequently poured into a cylinder-shaped mould. The mixture is then 

compressed using a hydraulic apparatus. Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual depiction of the 

compression molding method utilized when manufacturing materials for composites. The chosen 

foundation component enabling the other creation of the outermost combination comprises 

aluminum 7075, while the ideal reinforcements are ash from rice husks (RHA). The elemental 

makeup of the substrate is shown in Table 1. The weight percentage of RHA particles in 

aluminum 7075 is systematically altered to 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15% to investigate the impact of 

RHA on the performance of the Al composite. 
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Fig. 1. Squeeze casting setup for MMC processing. 

Table 1 Chemical Composition of base material 

constituent Cr Cu Fe Mg Mn Si Zn Ti Al 

substance 0.8 1.35 0.3 2.21 0.08 0.4 5.67 0.06 Bal. 

          

following which they bought their foundation component Al7075 straight through the supplier 

and subsequently made these paddy shell ash granules within this experiment using husks of 

rice that were obtained from regional wheat manufacturing companies. Placing that liquefied 

substance that is molten into a crucible while raising the temperature accordingly causes its 

material to completely melt down. Then store its manufactured husks of rice granules in 

addition to aluminium oxide as additional importing equipment. 

 
Table 2 Composite of samples . 

Sl. No Sample Name Rice Husk Ash Al2O3 Al 7075 

1. S0 0 0 100 

2. S1 5 3 92 

3. S2 10 3 87 

4. S3 15 3 82 

 

This makes use of this warming feature. This mechanism, which supplies favorable 

reinforcement, preheats the substance being fed. Add the additional materials by means of their 

feeder mechanism when the foundation component has melted, then proceed to mix with a 

stirring device that rotates for 10 minutes. The following procedure inside the compression 

arrangement involved introducing the melting liquid directly into the tubular dies via the 

warmed bottom dumping route. Its last step involves utilising a mechanical machine to push the 

spilled liquid. Making further blended specimens using exactly the various husks of rice 

quantities shown in Table 2 requires an identical procedure. Hardness, impact, tensile 

behaviour, and wear qualities are some of the characteristics that can be observed in the 

specimens that have been generated. Those Brinell techniques can be utilised for assessing the 

hardness of materials, whereas the Universal Testing Machine (UMP) is used to determine the 

tensile strength of the tested specimens. The sample that is used during the tensile examination 
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has been assembled according to these requirements, which are displayed in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 4.The findings and the subsequent discussion 

As demonstrated in Figure 3, the amount of ash from rice husk nanoparticles contained within 

the metal composite was significantly increased, which resulted in an improvement in the 

composite's mechanical properties and toughness. During compression moulding, the 

foundation component possesses a toughness of 107 BHN, but with the addition of 5% paddy 

husk ashes, the durability that remains of the baseline element increases to 128 BHN, 

representing an enhancement of approximately 20%. Furthermore, the 10% ash from rice husks 

reinforcement combination has a toughness of 139 BHN, which makes it approximately 30% above the 

fundamental substance as well as almost nine percentage points more than the 5% reinforcement composite. This 

increases the durability of the material. Afterwards, whenever that percentage of the ash from rice husks favourable 

reinforcement was raised to 15%, the mixed material's toughness improved even higher, reaching 146 BHN. The 

inclusion of cheap strengthening results in a significant improvement in the hardness of the aluminium base 

material, which is a good indicator at this point. It is possible that the presence of silica in the reinforcement, which 

has a greater hardness than the base material, is responsible for this enhancement in hardness. 

 

 

5.Tensile properties 

The integration of ash from rice husk agricultural wastes into an aluminum 7075 foundation 

component leads to a substantial enhancement in the material's tensile strength, as demonstrated 

in Figure 4. The fundamental component exhibits a tensile force of 246 MPa. However, with the 

addition of the ash from rice husks particles at proportions of 5 and 10 the weight ratios, the 

tensile force rises to 262 and 273 MPa, accordingly. Its enhancement represents an overall 

increase from around 6 to 11% in the tensile performance compared to its basic substance. This 

enhanced performance may be due to the inclusion of the ash from rice husk elements, 

particularly impeding the articulation of displacements across the alloy substrate following 

deforming. Its presence of that obstacle impedes the displacement and necessitates a greater 

amount of stress for modifying the geometry of the substance in question. Consequently, it 

causes a significant increase in its substance's elasticity, as shown by previous studies [23–25]. 

Additional augmentation of the rice husk granules leads to a decrease in the properties of the 

hybrid material, especially in comparison with its hybrid material strengthened with 10% rice 

husks (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Specimen for Tensile Test. 

The deformation capacity of aluminum gets significantly reduced whenever aluminum is 

supplemented by adding ashes from rice husk particles during compression molding. A 

subsequent decrease in its value is primarily attributed to its combined influence of ash from rice 

husk granules with its refining for grains caused by compression. This inclusion of strengthened 

RHA granules introduces contradictions within its slipping flat leading to a reduction in the 

compound's flexible elasticity. The extended length for that produce compounds decreases as the 

quantity of ashes from rice husks particles increases [26-32]. 

 

Fig 3: RHA percentage vs Hardness 
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Fig 4: RHA percentage vs tensile strength 

4.1. Impact strength 

This contact resistance of aluminum 7075 exhibits greater enhancement with the incorporation 

of additional and modest quantities in encouragement, but declines with subsequent introduction 

of additional ashes from rice husks particulates, as seen in Figure 6. Produced composites have a 

better capacity for absorbing shock force compared to untreated fundamental substances due to 

compression [33–36]. The compression procedure eradicates wrinkles that foster strong adhesion 

amongst the components, resulting in enhanced characteristics. Additionally, it was discovered 

those the impact of force exhibits a comparable pattern to for elasticity. 

 

Fig. 5.  RHA percentage vs elongation % 
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Fig. 6.  RHA percentage vs Impact energy. 

4.2. Visual Structure under a Microscope 

Optical micrographs of hybrid composites based on Al-7075 and including Al2O3, rice husks 

ash, in varying proportions are shown in Figure 7a-c. As can be seen from the numbers, the 

allocation of overall reinforcing looks to be spread out in an even manner. It is possible to see the 

reinforcing of the Al 7075 alloy both at the grain borders and inside the grains themselves. There 

is a remarkable metallurgical link between the matrix alloy and the reinforcements. In addition, 

each and every one of the micrographs reveals that there is no discernible damage. There was not 

any clustering of reinforcements in the matrix and there was excellent dispersion throughout the 

matrix in all of the studied combinations. A strong measure of the quality of a composite is the 

presence of porosity or fractures in the material.  An optical micrograph demonstrates that the 

matrix material and the reinforcements have a strong connection to one another. Additionally, 

evidence has been presented that demonstrates the existence of particles in the border area. 

Within the reinforced particles, there are neither gaps nor discontinuities to be found. Grain size 

may be decreased by increasing the amount of reinforcing material present in the base matrix. 

     
Fig. 7. a) 5%RHS,3%Al2O3.           b) 10%RHS,3%Al2O3.                           c) 15%RHS,3%Al2O3. 

Figures 7a–c show optical micrographs of the sample. In every instance of hybrid composites, 

the primary phase of the microstructure was determined to be a-Al, and it was accompanied by 

nucleation of Mg Zn2 and Al2 Cu Mg precipitates. It was discovered that both kinds of 

precipitates could be found in the intervals between the dendrites, while some Mg Zn2 
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precipitates could also be detected in the inside of the dendrites arms. It is important to keep in 

mind that the morphology has a significant role in determining whether substances are classified 

as intermetallics or precipitates 

4.3. Surface morphology 

 

Fig.8 Surface Morphology with[a]Al-7075/,[/3%Al2O3/5%ricehusks], [b] Al-

7075/,[/3%Al2O3/10%ricehusks],[c] Al-7075/,[/3%Al2O3/15%ricehusks], 

Powerful and flexible scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) can determine material properties. 

The samples are first acetone-dried in air. Fig. 8(a-c) shows Al-7075, also mixture 

nanocomposites base microstructures. The worked structure in Figure 3a has elongated grains 

and non-uniform, acicular particles. It seems numerous globular apatite particles create Al-7075 

macro-cracks. The distributes segments uniformly throughout the matrix. The matrix-

incorporating reinforcing particle microstructure was well preserved. While apatite nucleation 

causes alloy holes and fissures. Al2O3, and rice husks particles diminish it, as seen in Fig.8b. 

This exterior morphology demonstrates that its homogeneous allocation medium through 

strengthening elements embeds many silica fume particles, demonstrating the effectiveness of 

rice husks particles disseminated during mixing. The surface grain size of apatite particles may 

decrease with 10% hybrid nano-composite. The main goal is homogeneous constituent part 

dispersion also subdivisions separation in metallurgy. An stronger sector has equalized 

morphology, reducing surface cracks and holes [37]. The refined microstructure, exhibited in 

Fig.8c, has fine grain owing to 15% hybrid nanocomposite. 

4.4. XRD analysis 
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Crystalline materials are analysed using non-destructive X-Ray Diffraction. All samples undergo 

XRD examination to determine  Al2O3, and rice husks production using various wt% division, as 

illustrated in Figure.9 (a-c). A Al-7075-Fig. 9a,  has an significant Al segments for 2θ = 23°, 31°, 
39° orientations. Thus, those direction statistics match JCPDS card 89-4184 [38]. Although 

limited reflection strength relative to matrix gave a qualitative assessment of sample crystallinity. 

Within adding up to 5 -15 wt.% mixture composite, razor-sharp segment also powerful 

indications imply Si phase rises [39]. circumstances to ignition (over 3% Al2O3) substance turn 

into very crystalline at illustrated in Fig. (9b) by strong XRD reflections. The 15% mixture 

composite reveals strong indications, with recent peaks at 2θ= 20°, 30°, and 68° -Fig. 9c, due to 

increased rice husks content and decreased density, enhancing material strength. Due to Al2O3, 

rice husks particles, C and O peaks dominate. Adding 15% mixture composite might enhance Al 

segment also decrease Si and C phases owing into excessive reinforcements 

 

Fig.9 XRD analysis with[a]Al-7075/,[/3%Al2O3/5%ricehusks], [b] Al-7075/,[/3%Al2O3/10%ricehusks],[c] Al-

7075/,[/3%Al2O3/15%ricehusks], 

4.5. XDS analysis 

SEM thermo-analysis uses X-ray spectrum (EDS). The EDS technique analyses x-rays from an electromagnetic field 

during illumination to identify a material's chemical characteristics. Fig.10 (a-c) shows Al alloy and aluminium 

hybrid nano-composites EDS spectra. 

  The Aluminum, Fe, and C max out in aluminium alloy be depicted in Fig.5a. Early on, aluminium 

peaks are powerful, but reinforcing particles weaken them. Fig.10(b) illustrate an EDS continuums of Al-7075/[ 

Al2O3/ rice husks] hybrid nano-composites with Al, Fe, C, Si, and O peaks. An Si and O max out rise through 

harder-constituent part. As illustrated in Fig.10c, a greater (15%) rice husks, also 3% Al2O3 concentration results at a 

shorter Al peak and bigger Si and O peaks. 
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Fig.10. XDS analysis with[a]Al-7075/,[/3%Al2O3/5%ricehusks], [b] Al-

7075/,[/3%Al2O3/10%ricehusks],[c] Al-7075/,[/3%Al2O3/15%ricehusks], 

6.Conclusions 

An aluminum matrix composite augmented with ash from rice husks has been effectively 

manufactured using the compression melting process. Such are some of the results that have 

emerged from various examinations of different combinations that have been created 

concerning their tensile, impact, as well as hardness properties: 

 The incorporation of ash from rice hulls offers a potential method for the production of 

an affordable and lightweight material composite. 

 Research has shown that the incorporation of ash made from rice husks results in a 

decrease in energy impact. The addition of RHA results in a reduction in expansion, 

which leads to an enhancement in its composite brittleness from 

 An upward tendency can be seen in the hardness measured for the Al/RHA combination, 

with the addition of 15 wt% ash from rice husks leading to an enhancement in the 

material's overall hardness. 

 Additionally, the inclusion of ash from bagasse results in an improvement in the material 

tensile strength of the Al7075. 
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